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What Makes the Sea Salty?

Have you ever attempted to drink sea water? This is a ridiculous 

question, because we all know that it is very salty. Each litre of  sea 

water contains 30 grams of  salt. Solid salt is a type of  rock. Liquid salt 

is called ‘brine’.

This salt in the sea has been brought to it by the rivers. All rivers, as 

they flow down from the land, carry tiny amounts of  salt and other 

minerals in their waters. The salt has been washed from the rocks and 

land over which the streams and rivers flow. Of  course, sea water is 

ever so much saltier than river water, because the salt never leaves the 

sea. Over the thousands and thousands of  years, more and more salt 

enters the sea and remains there.

The heat of  the Sun sucks up water from the sea. This water produces 

clouds that bring rain to the land. We call this process ‘evaporation’.

Only pure water, with no salt, is drawn up. And so the cycle continues, 

with rivers carrying a little more salt to the sea each day.

A similar process called ‘desalination’ occurs on board ships to 

obtain drinking water from the oceans. Salt water is heated to form 

steam which, when cooled, becomes pure water without salt.Large 

desalination plants operate in the Middle East in arid countries to 

provide  water for consumption and irrigation.
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Foreword

Excellence in Reading Skills Year 6 is the last of  six books aimed at 

primary children to help improve their reading and vocabulary. 

Students are presented with an interesting study passage based on 

questions which may puzzle them.

Hopefully, students’ general knowledge will increase as they work 

through the series.

In Year 6, pupils are required to read and search for answers in the 

text. Questions involving a basic knowledge of  grammar are expanded 

from the previous level. Students also practice writing sentences 

correctly, and are required to create a sentence relevant to each text.  

The Answers section is placed in the middle of  the book so it can be 

removed by a teacher or parent.

Peter Howard
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1 Were the first hieroglyphics seen in Greece?  ………………

2 Can a person see hieroglyphics in Egypt today?  ………………

3 What language on the Rosetta Stone besides Egyptian

 helped the professor read the hieroglyphics?  ………………

4 How many other kinds of  people besides Egyptians

 began writing by using hieroglyphics?   ………………

5 Which word means ‘an official announcement’?  ………………

6 Which word means ‘confused or puzzled’?   ………………

7 Which word means the ‘sound of  part of  a word’? ………………

8 Circle the synonym of  the word ‘representing’ in the last 

 paragraph.

   drawing    exhibiting    copying    symbolising

9 Use your dictionary to find an adjective meaning ‘relating to the

  priesthood’from the Greek word heiros (meaning sacred).

  ………………

10 Write the adjectives in the first sentence of  the last paragraph.

 …………………………………………………………………………………..

11 Rewrite the two sentences in the second paragraph. Make them  

 into one long compound sentence by using a relative pronoun 

 instead of  the two words ‘These buildings’.

 …………………………………………………………………………………..

 …………………………………………………………………………………..

 …………………………………………………………………………………..

12 Write a simple message. Underneath, try to portray it in a series  

 of  small pictures using stick figures.

 …………………………………………………………………………………..

 …………………………………………………………………………………..
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What Are Hieroglyphics?

The word hieroglyphics is hard to say or pronounce, and is even harder  

to spell! It is made or two Greek words meaning ‘sacred carving’. A 

hieroglyphic is the picture of  a familiar object like a tree, animal or 

weapon drawn to represent a word, a syllable or a sound.

The name was first given to the marks found on the temples and 

palaces in Egypt. These buildings were all built thousands of  years ago 

and still stand today.

When in 1799, a large stone covered with hieroglyphics was discovered 

in Egypt, language experts were able to work out the sounds and read 

the message. Called the ‘Rosetta Stone’, it was a decree carved by 

priests to commemorate the crowning of  a king. Luckily, the decree 

had been copied underneath in a language of  Egypt of  more recent 

times. Then below that, there was a third translation in Greek which 

made it easier for a French professor to work out the hieroglyphics. 

He was then able  to read many more of  the writings in Egypt that had 

baffled other experts for many years.

Similar writings have been found in other parts if  the world. The early 

Peruvians and Mexicans used their own style of  hieroglyphics including 

dots and dashes to represent numbers.
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What Makes Nettles Sting?

Fortunately, nettles are more common in Europe and America than they 

are in Australia. But if  you are not careful, it is possible to brush up 

against a little plant and be stung.

The leaves of  nettles are covered with small hairs. Each hair has a 

sharp, hooked point that will break off  when it is lightly touched. But 

the hair does not only prick your skin, it stings.

No wonder it stings, because each hair is filled with an acid which gets 

under your skin. The acid passes down the hole made by the sharp 

point of  the hair and makes your skin puff  up. You soon feel itchy and 

uncomfortable. The acid in nettles is the same kind that some ants 

inject when they sting. The Latin name for ant is ‘Formic’, so the acid is 

called formic acid.

You may wonder why plants and small creatures make formic acid. 

Nature has provided them with some protection. Many animals would 

feed on ants or nettles but do not like the taste of  formic acid.
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1 Are there Gypsies living in Australia today?  ………………

2 Do present-day Gypsies speak Sanskrit?   ………………

3 From which country was the word ‘Gypsy’ coined? ………………

4 Which single word tells us that Gypsies move from

 place to place seeking food and shelter?   ………………

5 Which word means ‘blamed for’?    ………………

6 Which word means ‘in the beginning’?   ………………

7 Which word means ‘ill-treated’?     ………………

8 Circle the synonym of  the word ‘dialects’ in the last paragraph.

   variations    opposites    tones    words

9 Write the verb in the first sentence of  the last paragraph.

 ………………

10 One word in the passage begins a sentence and is followed

 by a comma. This word and others such as ‘however’,

 ‘consequently’, ‘accordingly’, and others are followed

 by a comma when beginning sentences. 

  Write the word.  ………………

11 Combine the first two sentences by using the relative pronoun   

 ‘who’ once only. You will only have to leave out five consecutive   

 words and a pronoun. Use two commas. 

 …………………………………………………………………………………..

 …………………………………………………………………………………..

12 Write a sentence describing a Gypsy you have seen on television,  

 in a film or read about in a book.

 …………………………………………………………………………………..

 ………...………………………………………………………………………..
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Who Are the Gypsies?

True Gypsies call their race Romany. They are a group of  people who 

originally came from India. Many Romany words that they use are 

similar to Sanskrit, the ancient language of  that country.

In the fourteenth century, Gypsies wandered through North Africa 

and then on into Europe. The name ‘Gypsy’ was given to them in the 

fifteenth century when they said they had been driven from Egypt for 

not giving up their Christian beliefs. They probably hoped that people 

would feel sorry for them.

Gypsies have lived like nomads for centuries. They have survived by 

begging, fortune-telling, giving musical performances and sometimes  

mending pots and pans. They were often accused of  stealing children –  

of  which they were quite innocent – and of  cheating and thieving. They 

were cruelly persecuted in almost every country in which they moved.

Hitler, the German dictator, had thousands of  them killed by sending 

them to gas chambers. Nevertheless, there are many Gypsies today 

who jealously guard their customs and traditions that have been 

handed down to them from generation to generation.

Thousands of  Gypsies, all speaking dialects of  the same language, 

roam the world. Every continent has them, including Australasia. They 

seldom remain in an area for long, so home for them is generally a 

caravan. They used to rely on horses for pulling their carts and homes 

but now they  are motorised.
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1 Are the hairs of  nettles solid or hollow?   ………………

2 Would a nettle sting make you feel like scratching? ………………

3 What kind of  acid do some ants produce?   ………………

4 Do some animals avoid formic acid?    ………………

5 Which word means the same as ‘luckily’?   ………………

6 Which word means the same as ‘puncture’?  ………………

7 What was the name of  the ancient people who wrote

 and spoke in Latin?       ………………

8 Circle the synonym of  the word ‘wonder’ on the last paragraph.

 surprise  admire  speculate  curiosity

9 Write the three proper nouns in the order they appear.

  ………………  ………………  ………………

10 Write the two adverbs in the opening sentence.

   ………………    ………………

11 Use the words below to make the rest of  the sentence which   

 describes the stinging nettle leaf.

  full  sting nettle you  leaf  hairs acid can of  

 Pointed …………………………………………………………………………

 …………………………………………………………………………………..

12 Write a sentence explaining how your legs could be protected   

 from nettle stings if  you were walking in a paddock.

 ………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 ………………………………………………………………........................SAM
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Is There Colour in the Sea?

Land animals and plants are of  all colours of  the rainbow. They range 

from the simple black and white of  the zebra to the gorgeous and 

multicoloured peacock.

In the sea, life decks itself  in rainbow colours. Below the surface we 

find meadows of  green, blue and red algae. There are blue flying-

fish, iridescent mackerel and fish of  all colours. The same can be said 

of  coral and, in fact, there is hardly a colour on land that cannot be 

matched in the sea.

But as the depth of  the sea increases, so colours decrease. Less and 

less sunlight is able to penetrate the water, until at about 500 metres 

it is almost black. All fish that swim at this depth are brown, black or 

violet. The last bright colour to disappear is red, and where the red 

ceases, violet-black begins. 

Even at great depths, some light is given off  by fish that carry their own 

lights. These are phosphorescent spots and organs that partially light 

up the darkness.
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1 Is the oldest tree likely to be in Lebanon?   ………………

2 Did the German explorer claim that the oldest tree

 was in California?       ………………

3 Which Spain’s famous soldiers is mentioned in the

 passage?         ………………

4 What kind of  tree definitely lives to an old age?  ………………

5 Which word means ‘reckoned’?     ………………

6 Which word means ‘ruled’?     ………………

7 Which word means ‘populated’?    ………………

8 Circle the synonym of  the word ‘forebears’ in the last paragraph.

  cousins    relations    ancestors    attackers

9 What part of  speech is ‘quite’ in the first sentence? ………………

10 Which word is a collective noun meaning ‘a group

 used in classifying plants or animals’?   ………………

11 Proofread and rewrite the sentence below correctly. Besides 

 other punctuation, you will need two commas.

  the german von humboldt traveled to the

   mexican village of  santa maria

 …………………………………………………………………………………..

 …………………………………………………………………………………..

12 Write the sentence describing the largest tree that you have seen. 

  Include its name and say exactly where it was growing.

 …………………………………………………………………………………..

 …………………………………………………………………………………..
SAM
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Answers

49 1 yes    2 yes    3 two   4 ultra-violet    5 identical   6 emits

 7 consequently    8 diversity    9 preposition    10 in a variety of

 colours    11 ‘Do you know when Sir William Ramsay’s discovery

 of neon gas occurred?’ asked Joe     12 parent or teacher to correct

51 1 yes    2 no    3 tough    4 Leonidas     5 celebrated    6 deformed 

 7 inhabitants    8 intrepid    9 which    10 three    11 The town of

 Sparta was one of many which made up Ancient Greece, whose

 inhabitants, the Spartans, were known for their courage.

 12 parent or teacher to correct

53 1 no    2 no    3 Cortes    4 sequoia    5 estimated    6 reigned

 7 inhabited    8 ancestors    9 adverb    10 species    11 The German,

 Von Humboldt, travelled to the Mexican village of Santa Maria.

 12 parent or teacher to correct

55 1 yes    2 no    3 Egypt    4 nomads    5 accused    6 originally

 7 persecuted    8 variations    9 roam    10 Nevertheless    11 True

 Gypsies, who call their race Romany, originally came from India.

 12 parent or teacher to correct

57 1 no    2 yes    3 Greek    4 two    5 decree    6 baffled    7 syllable 

 8 symbolising    9 hieratic    10 similar, other     11 The name was 

 first given to the marks found on temples and palaces in Egypt,

 which were all built thousands of years ago, and still stand

 today.    12 parent or teacher to correct

59 1 yes    2 yes    3 Sun    4 desalination    5 produces    6 ridiculous

 7 attempted    8 dry    9 saline    10 irrigation    11 The salt in the sea has been brought to it 

 by rivers which, as they flow down from the land, carry tiny amounts of salt and other 

 minerals in their waters.    12 parent or teacher to correct
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Answers 

EXCELLENCE IN READING SKILLS BOOK 6

7 1 hollow    2 yes    3 formic    4 yes    5 fortunately    6 prick    7 Romans

 8 speculate    9 Europe, America, Australia    10 fortunately, more

 11 Pointed nettle leaf hairs full of acid can sting you.    12 parent

 or teacher to correct

9 1 no     2 no    3 lights    4 three    5 decks    6 iridescent    7 meadows

 8 luminous    9 partially    10 adjective    11 carry their own lights.

 12 parent or teacher to correct

11 1 no    2 yes    3 curved    4 skidding    5 flange    6 alters    7 noticed

 8 eminent    9 better, easier    10 of motion    11 Whenever the

 outer rail is raised, there is a curve.    12 parent or teacher to correct

13 1 no    2 no    3 ship    4 it becomes warmer or colder    5 occurs  6 explanation

 7 panorama    8 faded away    9 adverb.10 adjective    11 A mirage is an optical illusion

  which is something that we see, but is not really there.    12 parent or teacher to correct

15 1 no    2 yes    3 refraction    4 no    5 plunge    6 deviates    7 deceived

 8 appears    9 falls, occurs    10 strange, uncommon, queer   11 A curious illusion occurs 

 if something falls into a bath.   12 parent or teacher to correct

17 1 no    2 yes    3 cartridge    4 chemists    5 detect    6 illuminate

 7 hues    8 pyre    9 from pistols, for signaling (adverbial)

 10 when  fireworks explode (adverb)    11 How many of us know

 that fireworks demand chemical knowledge?    12 parent or teacher to correct

19 1 yes    2 yes    3 horizon    4 star    5 observe    6 explanation   7 altitude    8 artificial  

 9 absolutely    10 we see the light coming from it.    11 In a room that is absolutely dark, we 

 cannot see a chair.    12 parent or teacher to correct
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